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Abstract

This study examines information frictions in Chilean court management and their impact on judicial

productivity. We implemented an email campaign to boost court managers’ usage of an online plat-

form displaying court statistics. Employing a randomized design, a subset of managers received access

to a simplified homepage with these statistics. Our analysis reveals that this simplification markedly

improved court productivity. Specifically, courts with access to the simplified information experi-

enced a significant increase in case clearance rates, measured by a standard deviation. These findings

underscore the efficacy of targeted information interventions in enhancing legal institutional efficiency.
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1 Introduction

Despite the growing abundance of administrative data in public institutions, effec-

tively harnessing this data for evidence-based decision-making remains a significant

challenge. Recent literature underscores a notable gap in data-management and an-

alytical skills within the public sector, inhibiting the full utilization of available data

(OECD, 2014; Savoldelli et al., 2014). This presents an urgent need for strategies that

can alleviate these constraints, enabling institutions to capitalize more effectively on

their data resources.

In this context, the implementation of performance measures in public adminis-

tration offers a promising avenue. These measures, designed to assess and enhance

the efficiency, effectiveness, and overall productivity of public services, have been in-

creasingly recognized for their potential to inform and refine management and policy

decisions (Ostrom and Hanson, 2010; Hanson and Ostrom, 2014; Durham and Becker,

2016). However, the adoption of such measures remains limited, often constrained

by managerial attention capacity (Gabaix, 2014) and analytical capabilities (Kleiman,

2009). Our study addresses this gap by exploring how simplifying the presentation of

performance data in the judiciary can reduce informational frictions, thereby enhanc-

ing the use and impact of this data in judicial decision-making processes.

This paper analyzes information frictions in the context of Chilean courts. It estab-

lishes, first, that there are in fact substantial and consequential information frictions

among court managers regarding their courts. Specifically, we show that, despite data

availability, many managers have inaccurate beliefs about their own court’s perfor-

mance. Second, we use a randomized experiment to show that a simple informational

intervention can significantly improve court performance: providing information to

court managers in a clear and digestible way causes them to adjust their decisions

and improve court efficiency. Finally, we show that more experienced and older court

managers hold less accurate baseline beliefs about their court performance and are less

likely to access court information online. We find no evidence that more experienced

court managers benefit less from the intervention; thus, the intervention we analyze

is likely to help all court managers of different ages and years of experience without

increasing gaps in performance.

To achieve these goals, we partner with the Department of Institutional Develop-

ment of the Chilean Judiciary to conduct a randomized control trial in Chilean family

courts. Through a factorial design, we analyze two main interventions: an email pro-

motion of the online court management platform, and a redesign of that platform. We

evaluate whether each of these interventions—or the combination of both—increases
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the usage and digestion of information on the online platform and enhances court

productivity.

Chilean family courts are an ideal setting for our analysis. They handle cases

pertaining to child custody and alimony, gender-based violence, and divorce, among

others. Delays in the resolution of these matters often have serious implications for

vulnerable individuals, such as children and at-risk women. For example, Cooper

et al. (2023) provides evidence that, in Chile, prolonged legal proceedings in foster

care cases raise youth crime involvement and deteriorate school attendance. In an

effort to improve court efficiency, in the early 2000s, the Chilean Judiciary created

a new administrative position in family courts, the court manager. Court managers

are responsible for planning, organizing, and monitoring the day-to-day operations

of the courts, and supervise between 40 and 60 court staff each. Based on a survey

that we conducted in 2020, 70% of the court managers in the country agree or strongly

agree that tracking court indicators is one of the most important tasks of their job (see

Section 3.2 for methodology and results of the survey). Yet, our evidence suggests that

managers are not well acquainted with their own court measurements. When managers

were asked to recall their court’s case clearance rate, which is commonly considered

the main indicator of court speed, in the preceding two months, 40% of the managers

were off by more than 25% from the true value. This lack of familiarity with court

statistics exists despite the availability of accurate data. Since 2018, court managers

have had access to court measurements through an online platform, named Quantum.

But, while 71% of court managers agree or strongly agree that the information in

Quantum is useful for their work, the usage of the platform is limited: From from July

2018 to August 2019, the median number of logins per manager was only 6, with over

35% of the court managers never logging in.

In our first intervention, we randomly promote Quantum by sending court man-

agers promotional emails; we refer to this as the email promotion intervention. In

the second intervention, which we call the feedback intervention, we redesign Quantum

and randomly assign court managers to different versions of the platform. In one arm

of the feedback intervention, we provide court managers with a new dashboard on the

homepage of Quantum that simplifies and summarizes the main performance statistics

(simplified feedback). In another arm, we supplement the simplified dashboard with

a pop-up window that compares the managers’ best and worst statistics relative to

another family court of similar size (social comparison feedback). The social compar-

ison mobilizes mechanisms that draw on social norms, comparisons, and pro-social

behavior effects. Finally, the court managers in the control group of the feedback

intervention continue seeing the original version of Quantum, which presents statistics
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in a disaggregated table.

How managers respond to the three treatments we consider—i.e., email promo-

tion, simplified feedback, and comparison feedback—is a non-trivial empirical ques-

tion. Although the interventions facilitate access to performance measures and reduce

information frictions, it is possible that managers perceive them as an accountability

mechanism that enables their superiors to control their efforts and compare them to

other court managers. This, in turn, could deteriorate the managers’ sense of au-

tonomy and reduce their effort (Humphrey et al., 2007; Rasul and Rogger, 2018).

Similarly, the dashboards in the feedback intervention—notably those in the social

comparison treatment—can be interpreted as providing unsolicited feedback to the

court managers. According to West et al. (2018), this type of feedback may increase

physiological and psychological expressions of anxiety, which, in our setting, could lead

to worse court performance.

All interventions began in February 2021 and lasted until June 2021. We find that

the feedback interventions have a substantive effect on important court performance

measures. Using newly-collected case-level data from family courts, we find that both

the simplified and the social comparison feedback treatments lead to a decrease in case

duration: specifically, the case-closure hazard rate in courts exposed to the treatments

increases by over five percent. Turning our attention to official indicators at the

court-month level—the same measures fed to the Quantum platform—we find that the

simplified feedback treatment significantly increases the case clearance rate of affected

courts by about one standard deviation. The point estimate for the impact of the social

comparison feedback on case clearance is similar—although the effect is not significant

at conventional levels. Both feedback interventions have positive, significant effects

on the rates at which the courts resolve motions and schedule hearings. Importantly,

the treatments do not seem to systematically alter the method of resolution of the

cases; for example, we do not observe a higher incidence of case dismissals in treated

courts. Thus, our findings suggest that the feedback treatments increase the efficiency

of the courts at no expense of case-decision quality. Interestingly, the effects of the

simplified and social comparison feedback treatments are very similar to each other.

Thus, relative to the simplified feedback, we find no additional effect—positive or

negative—of the social comparisons on the behavior of managers.

As for our other intervention, the email promotion treatment, we find that it has a

much smaller impact on case outcomes, with no significant effects on case duration or

the case clearance rate. These null results are in place even though managers exposed

to the email promotion treatment seemed to have increased their login frequency on

Quantum. That is, having the managers access court measurements more often with-
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out providing them the simplified information available in the feedback controls is

not enough to considerably affect court performance. Thus, among the treatments

that we consider, only those that make information easier to grasp help improve court

efficiency.

Are all managers likely to equally benefit from our interventions? Given that the

technology to easily access court performance measures is relatively new for the Chilean

court managers, court managers with different years of experience and age are not

equally proficient in the use of the platform. Prior to our intervention, managers who

were more experienced and older logged in fewer times into the Quantum platform and

held less accurate baseline beliefs about the court performance. Interestingly, we find

no evidence that the treatment effects benefit more those who are less experienced and

thus more tech-savvy. As the treatments improve the productivity of most indicators,

the interventions are helping reduce information friction without increasing gaps in

technology usage between court managers at different stages of their careers.

This paper extends the burgeoning literature on mitigating information frictions

in public sector management, a field gaining momentum following substantial govern-

mental investments in high-frequency data collection. A key focus is the deployment

of informational dashboards, a tool scrutinized across various domains such as social

protection programs (Dodge et al., 2021), healthcare (Callen et al., 2020; Whidden

et al., 2018), civil service (Mattsson, 2021), education (Dizon-Ross, 2019), and taxa-

tion (Pomeranz, 2015). Uniquely, our study explores the impact of such dashboards

within the judicial system—a sector traditionally resistant to reform and empirical

evaluation (Engel, 2013; Greiner and Matthews, 2016). In contrast to the internal fo-

cus of dashboards, other innovative judicial interventions have targeted broader public

engagement. Notably, studies conducted in Mexico (Sadka et al., 2023) and Kenya

(Chemin et al., 2023) represent a significant shift towards engaging the general pub-

lic in public sector reforms. These initiatives, markedly different from the internal

dashboard mechanisms, demonstrate the potential for public-oriented strategies to

contribute to public sector efficiency. Thus, our research complements these existing

judicial studies and adds a new dimension to the ongoing discourse on leveraging in-

formation to enhance court productivity, by focusing on internal tools like dashboards

rather than public-facing interventions.

Beyond this, our study contributes to the broader analysis of how internal gov-

ernment processes affect public service quality. We examine the influence of low-

cost, technologically modest interventions on court administration and justice delivery.

Our work parallels recent studies on governance improvements through technological

means, such as employee monitoring with time clocks (Banerjee et al., 2008; Dhaliwal
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and Hanna, 2017), phone call surveillance (Muralidharan et al., 2021), and bespoke

mobile apps (Callen et al., 2020; Dodge et al., 2021). Contrary to these approaches,

which often introduce new technologies, our study capitalizes on existing technological

infrastructures. This strategy offers distinct advantages: minimal fixed and ongoing

costs, scalability across diverse settings, and the ability to swiftly adapt to evolving

challenges. Importantly, it bypasses the steep learning curve associated with new

technology, particularly impacting veteran employees.

2 Court Managers and Quantum Platform

The court managers’ primary role is to facilitate the administrative functioning of

the court. The position arose in the early 2000s from the need to separate the juris-

dictional responsibilities of judges from the administrative management of the court

system. Each manager oversees one court and supervises 40 to 60 employees. They

are responsible for planning, organizing, directing, and monitoring the work of the

court, as well as for optimizing the performance of the court staff (Chilean Judiciary,

2020). For example, court managers have the discretion to alter the court’s agenda

and hearing schedule, as well as to redistribute tasks among the staff in response to

inflows in the number of incoming cases (see Table 11). The position of managers is

quite stable; in fact, many of the individuals in our sample have been court managers

since the inception of the position more than sixteen years ago. See Section 3 for more

information on the characteristics of the court managers in our study.

In July 2018, the Department of Institutional Development of the Chilean Judiciary

created the online Quantum platform. Quantum provides court managers and other

court staff with access to comprehensive information on performance metrics at the

court level, such as the number of cases filed, the case clearance rate, the average

duration of cases, and the percentage of realized hearings. Quantum presents the

information for all courts, thus allowing users to compare the performance of different

courts. The indicators are aggregated at monthly and yearly levels.

Since Quantum’s launch in 2018, take-up has been limited. In the period from

July 2018 to August 2019, the median number of logins per manager was only 6. More

strikingly, over 35 percent of the managers never logged in throughout this entire

period. The platform is technologically well-developed and rich in information; yet it

is unclear whether it has any impact on the management of the court.

In a baseline survey that we conducted with managers in early 2020 (see Section

3.2 for details), over 90 percent of the respondents were aware of Quantum’s existence.
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But one third of the respondents claimed that Quantum misses relevant information

or features—even though, as explained above, the platform makes available a vast

amount of data. This pattern in the survey responses suggests that one of the culprits

for low Quantum utilization could be the platform’s design.

Specifically, one potential issue with the platform design is that part of Quantum’s

target audience—especially those without a quantitative background—may view the

information provided by the platform as overwhelming and not sufficiently clear. Upon

login, users are taken to an initial homepage that provides a packed table. It might

not be immediately clear to a user how to access disaggregated data or to look for

information of a specific kind. In other words, it is easy for users to get lost in the

platform. In the next section, we describe how our intervention attempts to make the

information on Quantum easier to digest.

3 Intervention and Data

Our intervention focuses on 49 family courts in Chile—each of them supervised by one

court manager.2 As of 2019, these courts employed 1,697 court staff in the aggregate,

including 254 technical advisers, 1,106 administrative officers, 85 heads of unit, and

252 judges. These 49 family courts saw 270,952 new cases opened in 2021. The most

common case types in that year were contested proceedings (26.6%), domestic violence

(20.8%), protection measures (18.5%), complaining procedures (16.0%), and mediation

(12.6%).

We randomize the 49 family courts into one of six treatment arms: (C) control;

(T1) email; (T2) simplified feedback; (T3) email and simplified feedback; (T4) social

comparison feedback; and (T5) email and social comparison feedback. We stratify

on the number of incoming cases in 2019—a proxy for the size of the court. The

randomization selected eight courts in control, eight in Treatment 1, nine in Treatment

2, eight in Treatment 3, nine in Treatment 4, and eight in Treatment 5. The factorial

design implies that the same courts are randomized into the email/no email treatments

and the feedback/no feedback treatments. Thus, regarding the email intervention, we

have 24 courts in the email promotion treatment arm and 25 in the treatment arm with

no email promotion. Similarly, for the feedback intervention, we have 16 courts in the

treatment arm with no feedback and 33 in the treatment arm with either simplified

feedback or social comparison feedback.

2In total, there are 60 family courts in Chile. However, in 2020, 10 family courts were chosen
by the Department of Institutional Development of the Chilean Judiciary to design the simplified
homepage of the Quantum platform, and were therefore excluded from the experiment. We also
excluded another court from the analysis because we received no performance metrics on it.
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The intervention was launched on January 26, 2021, and lasted 5 months, until the

end of June. Given the number of courts and the time frame of our study, we are able to

detect “medium” size effects, between 0.4 and 0.6 standard deviations (see Appendix

A.4). Managers from all 49 courts, including those in the control group, received an

initial email on January 26 of 2021. This initial email informed the managers about

Quantum, how to access it, and how to retrieve their password, if forgotten. Managers

from courts in Treatments 2, 3, 4, and 5 (feedback treatment arm) were also informed

about changes in their homepages. Managers from courts in the control group (C)

had no change to their Quantum homepage nor were provided with any Quantum

promotion after the initial January 26 email.

Managers from the courts randomized into Treatments 1, 3, and 5 (email promotion

treatment arm) received three different emails in three different months promoting

access to Quantum.3 The emails began by announcing and congratulating the top

two or three managers who logged into Quantum the greatest number of times in the

previous month. Furthermore, the emails were personalized using the information on

recent login activity by the recipient manager. If the manager did not login at all in

the previous month, the email would contain the following text: “We noticed you did

not access Quantum during [month] of 2021. You are losing the opportunity to follow

your indicators and evaluate the productivity of your court and compare it to other

courts”. For those that had at least one login in the previous month, the email read:

“We trust you will all continue using Quantum to follow your indicators, evaluate the

productivity of your courts and compare it with other courts.” Additionally, all emails

included a small paragraph stating that most users judge Quantum positively for its

easy usage, clear information, trusted indicators, and relevance to one’s work. The

paragraph also mentioned that those using Quantum have a larger clearance rate for

cases older than two years. Finally, all the emails included a Quantum link and a large

linked button to Quantum to increase the accessibility and salience of the platform.

The distinct email versions sent are presented in Appendix A.3.

The courts randomized into Treatments 2, 3, 4, and 5 (feedback treatment arm)

had their homepage in Quantum updated to a simplified version. This homepage

presents the key statistics at the court level. Examples of the old and new homepage

versions are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 in Appendix A.2. The old version in-

cludes a condensed main table showcasing the number of incoming cases, terminated

cases, hearings, protection measures in favor of children, legal writings, resolutions,

proceedings, notifications, and people attended by customer service. These statistics

are shown at the monthly level and in cumulative terms for the current year. The

3The three rounds of emails were on February 22, March 22, and May 25.
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changes made to the new homepage, which we refer to as simplified feedback, include

the streamlining of information and the addition of statistics in percentage or rate

terms.

For courts in Treatments 4 and 5, a pop-up window appears on top of the simpli-

fied homepage upon accessing Quantum (see Figure 3 in Appendix A.2). This window

highlights three performance indicators: one of them is the indicator in which the court

performed best, and the two others are the indicators in which the court performed

worst, relative to a peer family court.4 The pop-up window thus stresses the court’s

relative strengths and weaknesses, which lean into social comparison motivation. Note

that the pop-up window always appears in addition to the simplified feedback home-

page. In our analysis, we refer to the social comparison feedback treatment as a

combination of the pop-up window and the simplified feedback.

Table 1 presents a summary of the different category labels discussed in this section,

which we continue to use in the remainder of the paper.

Table 1: Treatment Category Labels

C T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

Email ! ! !

Simplified feedback ! !

Social comparison feedback ! !

Feedback ! ! ! !

Email x Feedback ! !

(C) control; (T1) email; (T2) simplified feedback; (T3) email and simplified feedback; (T4) social
comparison feedback; and (T5) email and social comparison feedback.

3.1 Data

Unless otherwise specified, we obtained the data for our study directly from the Chilean

Judiciary’s Administrative Corporation (CJAC). Our main court performance data

comprise five monthly court indicators, starting four months prior to the launch of the

intervention and up until the fifth and final month of the intervention. These indicators

are computed by the CJAC and are fed into Quantum for the court managers’ use.

The first indicator is the case clearance rate, defined as the number of cases resolved

over the number of incoming cases in a month. Second, the timely motion resolution

rate is computed as the number of motions signed within three working days as a ratio

4Peer courts are established by the Chilean Judiciary as being similar courts given their competence
(in this case, family) and their ”size” which is proxied by the number of incoming cases in a year.
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of total signed motion resolutions in a month.5 Third, the rate of realized hearings is

the number of hearings held after the first scheduling divided by the total scheduled

hearings. Fourth, the timely case resolution rate is computed as the inventory of cases

with an entry date shorter than two years as a ratio of the total cases in inventory.

Finally, we define the rate of timely hearing programming as the number of hearings

scheduled within 70 days as a ratio of the total number of scheduled hearings. These

five measures allow us to assess changes across different case components and across

short and long-term horizons (e.g., timely case resolution vs. case clearance). Each

measure is constructed so that higher values indicate a speedier processing of the case—

which, holding constant other factors—is associated with higher judicial efficiency.

Moreover, we complement the court performance data from the CJAC, which are

aggregated at the court-month level, with publicly available case-level microdata from

the website Judicial Power in Numbers.6 Importantly, in this microdata, we are able to

link each case to a unique court (and thus a specific court manager). The only monthly

indicator that can be recreated using case-level data is case clearance; the recreated

indicator and the official one closely match, with 0.996 correlation. More importantly,

the case-level data allow us to investigate in more detail the number of incoming and

concluded cases; the average duration of cases; and the number of days hearings take

to be scheduled. Table 3 presents descriptive statistics on the 129,887 cases initiated

during the treatment period. By December 31st, 2022—the latest date recorded in the

case-level data—23 percent of cases were still ongoing, while the remaining 77 percent

of cases had concluded in ten distinct ways. Among the different case endings, the most

frequent was judgement, followed by cases where the demand was not accepted, and

then cases that went through mediation. Conditional on conclusion (as of December

31st, 2022), the average duration of cases started in the treatment period is 72.4 days.

For the 129,887 cases filed, 73,165 hearings were held during the treatment period,

taking an average of 47.4 days to schedule.

Other variables related to the courts’ characteristics and performance that we in-

clude in our analysis are pre-treatment indicators from 2019: number of incoming

cases, number of hearings, case clearance, inventory older than one year, and inven-

tory older than two years. We also have information on the managers’ age, sex, and

tenure. About two-thirds of court managers are men. They are on average 52 years

old and have been in their position for on average 12 years.

5A motion is a written request or proposal to the court to obtain an asked-for order, ruling, or
direction. There are a variety of motions, and it has become standard practice to file certain kinds
of motions with the court based on the type of case.

6In Spanish, Poder Judicial en Números. The microdata are available at: https://numeros.

pjud.cl/Competencias/Familia.
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Table 2: Data sources

Source Timeline Usage
CJAC monthly indicators October 2020 - June 2021 Five monthly court indicators for

pre-treatment controls and main variables
of interest

CJAC case level data 01/01/2019 - 12/31/2022 Analysis of case clearance, duration,
hearings, and case resolution type

CJAC yearly indicators 2019 Pre-treatment balancing check and number
of cases as strata variable

CJAC personnel data October 2021 Court manager characteristics: age, sex, and
years of experience are used as covariates.

Court manager survey January 2020 Manager’s testimony on their perceptions of
their own positions and the Quantum platform

CJAC Quantum login data July 2018 - August 2019 and Court managers login analysis
January 2021 - June 2021

Table 3: Case-level data for opened cases during the treatment period

129,887 new filed cases during the treatment period, of which
100,111 (77%) had being resolved by December 31st, 2022

Hearings during treatment period Mean SD
Days to schedule 47.4 30.9

Resolved cases Mean SD
Duration in days 72.4 102.2

Ongoing cases and resolved cases by type Freq. Percent
Judgement 39554 30.45
Ongoing 29776 22.92
Motion to dismiss in limine 20833 16.04
Mediation 14682 11.30
Incompetent court 8194 6.31
Conciliation 7317 5.63
Involuntary dismissal 2552 1.96
Settlement 2020 1.56
Voluntary dismissal (no resubmission) 2018 1.55
Settlement (II) 1762 1.36
Voluntary dismissal (resubmission allowed) 1179 0.91

Next, we have testimony on managers’ perception of their own positions and Quan-

tum collected in January 2020 (more information in Section 3.2). Finally, we have

access to the information on logins into Quantum, both one month before the inter-

vention, and during the five months in which the intervention took place. The login

information gives the exact date and time of login for each manager. We have neither

information on the duration of the access nor on which specific pages in the platform

the managers visited. In the pre-treatment month of January 2020, 33 percent of

court managers logged into Quantum at least once. A summary of the data sources

discussed can be found on Table 2.

Tables 4 and 5 summarize our key variables at baseline for the treatment arms of

feedback and email promotion, respectively. The first and second columns in each table

present the mean of the control group and the treatment arm. The third and fourth
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Table 4: Court Characteristics for No-Feedback and Feedback at Baseline

No Feedback Feedback Difference (1-2) SE
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel A. Manager’s Characteristics
Age 52.06 52.00 0.06 (1.90)
Men 0.69 0.67 0.02 (0.15)
Years in position 12.31 12.30 0.01 (1.61)
January Quantum logger 0.31 0.33 -0.02 (0.15)
Number of Quantum logins in January 0.94 0.85 0.09 (0.41)

Panel B. Court Indicators (2019)
2019 incoming cases 8799.19 8938.61 -139.42 (1668.42)
2019 hearings 5320.13 5275.33 44.79 (960.60)
2019 case clearance 75.54 74.30 1.24 (2.55)
2019 inventory older than 1 year 0.32 0.70 -0.38 (0.28)
2019 inventory older than 2 years 0.06 0.17 -0.11 (0.11)
2019 optimal no. staff gap -0.50 -0.09 -0.41 (0.46)
2019 optimal no. judge gap 0.31 0.65 -0.35 (0.31)
Observations 16 33 49 49

Panel C. Court Indicators (0ct-Jan)
Case rate 70.39 70.48 -0.09 (1.75)
Resolution rate 96.13 97.53 -1.41 (0.41)
Rate of realized hearings 69.16 60.01 9.15 (2.38)
Inventory -2 years 92.16 91.62 0.54 (1.90)
Rate of hearing programming 56.05 63.14 -7.09 (4.37)

Panel D. Micro data (Oct-Jan)
Number of hearings 288.95 235.30 53.66 (22.77)
Number of incoming cases 557.06 541.80 15.27 (54.23)
Number of concluded cases 376.05 374.24 1.80 (35.53)
Observations 64 132 196 196

The no-feedback group includes those in the control group (C) and those receiving the email promotion (T1). January
Quantum logger is a dummy variable equal to one if the court manager logged into Quantum at least once in January
of 2021. The optimal number of staff and judge gaps refer to indicators built by the courts in order to understand the
deficit or surplus in the number of judges and staff given the workload of the court.
†The years in the position of court manager has an upper bound of 16 years when the position was first created. 26
out of the 49 court managers have been in the position since its inception.
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Table 5: Court Characteristics for No-Email and Email at Baseline

No Email Email Difference (1-2) SE
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel A. Manager’s Characteristics
Age 51.35 52.78 -1.44 (1.77)
Men 0.62 0.74 -0.12 (0.14)
Years in position 11.85 12.83 -0.98 (1.51)
January Quantum logger 0.35 0.30 0.04 (0.14)
Number of Quantum logins in January 0.85 0.91 -0.07 (0.39)

Panel B. Annual Court Indicators (2019)
2019 incoming cases 9074.15 8688.39 385.76 (1566.84)
2019 hearings 5347.85 5224.52 123.32 (902.47)
2019 case clearance 73.39 76.18 -2.79 (2.37)
2019 inventory older than 1 year 0.67 0.46 0.21 (0.26)
2019 inventory older than 2 years 0.18 0.08 0.10 (0.10)
2019 optimal no. staff gap -0.27 -0.17 -0.10 (0.43)
2019 optimal no. judge gap 0.46 0.63 -0.16 (0.30)
Observations 26 23 49 49

Panel C. Monthly Court Indicators (0ct-Jan)
Case rate 70.27 70.66 -0.39 (1.65)
Resolution rate 97.28 96.84 0.44 (0.39)
Rate of realized hearings 62.63 63.40 -0.77 (2.32)
Inventory -2 years 93.00 90.43 2.57 (1.76)
Rate of hearing programming 58.72 63.20 -4.47 (4.12)

Panel D. Micro data (Oct-Jan)
Number of hearings 267.23 236.52 30.71 (21.59)
Number of incoming cases 552.95 539.80 13.15 (50.96)
Number of concluded cases 380.24 368.72 11.52 (33.37)
Observations 104 92 196 196

The no-email group includes those in the control group (C) and those receiving the feedback promotion (T2 and T4).
January Quantum logger is a dummy variable equal to one if the court manager logged into Quantum at least once
in January of 2021. The optimal number of staff and judge gaps refer to indicators built by the courts in order to
understand the deficit or surplus in the number of judges and staff given the court’s workload.
†The number of years in the position of court manager has an upper bound of 16 years for when the position was first
created. 26 out of the 49 court managers have been in the position since its inception.
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columns give the mean and standard error of the difference between the treatment and

control groups. We consider five manager characteristics, nine annual court indicators

for 2019, five monthly pre-treatment indicators from October 2020 to January 2021,

and three monthly aggregated case-level statistics.

Before the treatment, the groups were similar on most variables considered. For

the feedback treatment arm, out of the 22 variable differences reported in the third

column in Table 4, there are just three instances where the estimated differences are

statistically significant. In particular, for monthly indicators, the resolution rate is

statistically higher; the rate of realized hearings is statistically lower; and the number

of hearings held is statistically lower in the treatment group. There is no statistically

significant difference between those that received the email promotion and those who

did not, as seen in Table 5. Overall, we conclude that the random assignment of courts

to treatment and control groups was largely successful; nevertheless, in our regression

analyses below, we include as covariates the court manager’s characteristics; all pre-

treatment monthly indicators; and the pre-treatment number of hearings. By doing so,

we control for any potential pre-treatment differences that, although not statistically

significant, might be substantive in terms of magnitude and may have been imprecisely

estimated in our balance check due to sample size limitations.

3.2 Survey Data: Manager’s Indicator Knowledge

We developed a survey to measure court manager’s perceptions on indicators, man-

agerial practices, and the Quantum platform. Particularly, the survey asked about

knowledge of their own court indicators (both in absolute terms and relative to other

courts), their opinion on managerial practices, their actions as court managers, and,

for certain randomly selected managers, their perception and usage of Quantum.

The survey was sent to the work email of all 346 Chilean court managers7 on

January 2020, including the family courts that our intervention focuses on. Note that

this survey was sent one year before the intervention started. We received 121 surveys

back from distinct court managers, of which 21 are within our intervention.8

Among survey respondents, 70% agree or strongly agree that tracking court indi-

cators is one of the most important tasks in the job of court managers9. Furthermore,

7There are more courts than court managers as the civil courts have not yet been reformed, leaving
some courts without managers.

8This constitutes a 35% response rate for all courts and 43 % rate within the intervention courts.
The relatively low response rate limits the usage of the information from the survey to investigate
the heterogeneous effects of the intervention. Still, it gives us the opportunity to assess managers’
knowledge of their own indicators prior to the intervention.

9Among the remaining percentages, 1% strongly disagrees, 4.5% disagree and 24% are neutral
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71% of court managers agree or strongly agree that the information in the Quantum

platform is useful for their work. However, it is not evident that court managers know

their court’s indicators well. When asked to recall the two months previous case clear-

ance, 40% of court managers were off by more than 25% from the true value. The

average age and gender composition of respondents and non-respondents were similar;

that said, respondents had a higher clearance rate than those who did not respond.

One could expect that those who perform better are also more likely to better guess

their indicators. Thus, we see the figures on the knowledge gap provided by the survey

as a lower bound for the true gap.

4 Empirical Model

We consider the following specification for assessing the impact of the email promotion

and feedback treatments on court efficiency:

Ynit = αn0 + αn1Emaili + αn2Simplified Feedbacki + αn3Social Comp. Feedbacki

+ αn4Xi + αn5Ynit0 + αn6Hnit0 + αn7γt + ξnit, (1)

where Ynit denotes the value of indicator n (i.e., one of the five CJAC productivity

measures; or measures of case duration and days to schedule hearings that we construct

with case-level data, as explained in Section 3.1) for court i in month t ∈{February,

March, April, May, June}. The dummy variables Emaili, Simplified Feedbacki, and

Social Comp. Feedbacki indicate that the manager of court i received the email pro-

motion, simplified feedback, and social comparison feedback treatments, respectively.

Xi is a vector of characteristics of court i, which includes the court’s manager’s sex,

age, age square, and a dummy for high experience (more than 11 years in the position);

as well as a dummy for large courts (strata).10 The vectors Ynit0 and Hit0 contain the

values of the indicator n and the number of hearings in the pre-intervention months

of October, November, December, and January.11 Finally, γt is a month fixed effect.

The coefficient αn1 measures the average treatment effect on the treated with the

email promotion; whereas αn2 and αn3 capture the intention to treat effects for the sim-

plified and social comparison feedback treatments.12 Note that not every court man-

about the statement
10The dummy for large courts equals 1 if the number of incoming cases in 2019 is above the median.

This dummy is used as the strata variable in the treatment randomization
11Number of hearings in pre-intervention months are added as controls, given that Table 4 shows

their average to be statistically different for courts in the feedback and no-feedback treatments.
12To be precise, αn1 measures the average treatment effect of email promotion on the treated (by

definition, all compliers) conditional on two-thirds of the managers receiving one of the two feedback
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ager who was assigned to the feedback treatments received them—as being exposed to

the feedback treatments requires the manager to log into Quantum. We are able to es-

timate the local average treatment effect (LATE) of the feedback treatments—which,

in our setting, is equivalent to the treatment on the treated (or, equivalently, the com-

pliers), as no one in the no-feedback control group was exposed to feedback. The local

average treatment effect consists of the impact of the treatment among managers who:

(i) were in the feedback treatment group, and (ii) logged into Quantum at least once

in the month. Thus, the LATE of the feedback treatment uses as effective treatment

the logins into the platform and as an instrument of the treatment assignment. This

estimator relies on two key assumptions: monotonicity—that is, the assignment to

treatment does not make one less likely to login; and the exclusion restriction—that

is, individuals respond to the treatment itself rather than to treatment assignment.

In our regressions of the official five monthly indicators, we standardize the depen-

dent variable Ynit using October to June’s observations of the control group (C). As a

result, these indicators have a standard deviation of one.

To complement our duration analysis exploring as dependent variable the days for

cases resolved using specification (1), we also estimate a Cox proportional hazards

model, which allows us to assess how the treatments in our study affect the rate of

case conclusion. The following equation gives the hazard function, or risk of case

conclusion at time t, for case i:

λ(t|Xi) = λ0(t) exp(βn1Emaili + βn2Simplified Feedbacki+

βn3Social Comp. Feedbacki + βn4Xi + βn5Ynit0 + βn6Hnit0),

with the same explanatory variables as in equation (1) minus the month fixed effects.

Relative to (1), the Cox model has the advantages of accounting for right-censoring—

that is, the model explicitly incorporates information from cases that did not resolve

by the end of our sample period.

We also investigate how the treatments affect the way the courts process cases.

With this intent, we consider a discrete-choice model, in which the possible choices

treatments. Similarly, αn2 and αn3 measure the intention to treat effects conditional on half of the
managers in each treatment group receiving the email promotion. We opted for a concise econometric
model over one with all treatments and interactions given the limited sample size. The factorial design
was intended for an intervention with more than 300 courts; however, due to institutional restrictions,
the number of participating courts was ultimately limited to just 50. To maximize statistical power,
we consider this concise specification and present the results for the full treatments and interactions
in the Appendix.
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are the different case resolution types. Specifically, we employ a multinomial logistic

regression to model the choices. Let k denote one of the ten possible types of case

endings (see Table 3), with ongoing cases (that is, not having the case resolved) as the

reference group. The probability that a case resolves as k is then given by

Pr(Ei = k) =
eδk·Xi

1 +
∑K−1

j=1 eδj ·Xi

, (2)

where

δk ·Xi =δ0 + δ1Emaili + δ2Simplified Feedbacki + δ3Social Comp. Feedbacki

+ δ4Xit + δ5Et0 + δ6Iit0 + δ7Hit0 + δ8γt.

In this specification, the vectors Et0 and Iit0 consist of the average share of conclusion

types and the inventory older than two years for the pre-intervention months of Octo-

ber, November, December, and January. The inclusion of Et0 , in particular, is akin to

controlling for pre-treatment lagged terms of the dependent variable.

5 Results

Table 6 presents the local average treatment effects (LATE) of the distinct treatments

for the five monthly court indicators.13 The impact of the email promotion on case

clearance cannot be distinguished from zero. In contrast, the simplified feedback has a

large and statistically significant positive impact on the case clearance rate—increasing

the average case clearance rate by 0.9 standard deviations for those that were treated.14

The impact of the social comparison feedback treatment is large and not statistically

different from that of simplified feedback, although not statistically significant.

For the timely motion resolution, both types of feedback have a statistically sig-

nificant positive impact. Particularly, the positive impact of the social comparison

feedback is 0.34 standard deviations, followed by the simplified feedback, with an

increase of 0.27 standard deviations.

In contrast to the previous findings, column (3) in Table 6 shows a negative impact

of all three treatments on the rate of realized hearings (number of hearings held after

13To compare the intention to treat effects (ITT) and local average treatment effects (LATE),
please refer to Table 13 in Appendix A.6.1

14As explained in Section 4, footnote 12, our estimates of the simplified and social comparison
feedback treatment effects are conditional on half of the managers in each treatment group receiving
the email promotion. Similarly, the estimated treatment effect of email promotion is conditional on
two-thirds of the recipients also receiving the feedback treatments. For exposition simplicity, we omit
these qualifications in the remainder of the discussion of the results.
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Table 6: The Local Average Treatment Effects for Email, Simplified Feedback and
Social Comparison Feedback

Case Timely Motion Realized Timely Case Timely Hearing
Clearance† Resolution Hearings Resolution Programming

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Email promotion 0.0924 0.0104 -0.284∗∗∗ 0.0684∗ -0.0823

(0.145) (0.0378) (0.0957) (0.0389) (0.0665)
Simplified feedback 0.912∗∗ 0.266∗∗ -0.525∗ 0.0675 0.758∗∗∗

(0.455) (0.109) (0.315) (0.101) (0.266)
Social comparison 0.500 0.344∗∗ -1.055∗∗ 0.00826 0.0626

(0.621) (0.134) (0.471) (0.140) (0.303)

N 245 245 245 245 245

All regressions have as covariates the strata variable, three manager characteristics, four pre-treatment
lagged values of the dependent variable and number of hearings, pre-treatment login dummy, and
month-fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the court level and bootstrapped. Intention to
treat effects and the comparison to the local average treatments are found in Table 13.
† Similar magnitudes are estimated for case clearance if the dependent variable is built from case-level
data.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

the first scheduling divided by the total scheduled hearings). The negative effects of

the simplified and social comparison feedback treatments, in particular, are high—

amounting to decreases of 0.5 and 1.1 standard deviations, respectively. What may

be behind these negative effects? First, we can discard the possibility of them being

driven by a lack of exposure of managers in the feedback treatments to the realized

hearings rate indicator in the reformulated dashboard. In fact, the simplified feedback

homepage displays the number of realized hearings and its comparison to the previous

month in a prominent area; furthermore, we also estimate a negative impact for the

email promotion treatment. Second, treated managers could divert court resources and

the staff’s effort away from the realization of hearings and towards other activities such

as the resolution of motions (or, similarly, treated managers could redirect resources

to cases that typically require less hearings to resolve). Yet, this type of resource

reallocation is unlikely to be the main driver of the result, as the rate of timely hearing

programming increases for treated managers (see below).15 A third, more plausible

explanation is a change in the composition of the types of hearings scheduled by treated

managers; that is, it is possible that, after treatment, managers increase the scheduling

of hearings that are more resource-consuming, leading to a drop in the realized hearings

rate.

As for the timely case resolution rate (that is, the rate of cases in the court caseload

15The decrease in the realized hearings rate following the treatments does not seem to be associated
with the increase in the timely hearing programming rate either; an OLS regression of the realized
hearings rate on the timely hearing programming rate returns small, non-statistically-significant co-
efficients.
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with a duration shorter than two years), we find no statistically significant treatment

effects for the feedback treatments (Table 6, column (4)). Given the longer-term

horizon of this indicator and the relatively short span of the panel that we analyze,

these null results are perhaps unsurprising.

Finally, we find that the simplified feedback treatment increases the timely hearing

programming rate by 0.8 standard deviations. The effect of the social comparison

feedback treatment on this variable is not statistically significant. Accordingly, the

effects of the simplified and social comparison feedback treatments are statistically

different from each other at the 1% significance level.

Table 7: Feedback Treatments Expedite Case Resolution

Case resolution Case duration Days to schedule
hazard rate complement in days hearings

(1) (2) (3)
Email Promotion -0.03 1.12 2.89

(0.03) (3.46) (2.24)
Simplified Feedback 0.06∗∗ -8.09 -3.11

(0.03) (9.71) (9.63)
Social Comparison Feedback 0.06∗ -19.82 -8.37

(0.04) (12.18) (12.17)
Dependent variable mean – 72.43 47.39
Observations 129,887 100,111 73,165

All regressions have as covariates the strata variable, three manager characteristics, four pre-treatment
lagged values of the dependent variable and number of hearings, pre-treatment login dummy, and
month fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the court level.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

To further explore the impacts seen on the monthly established court indicators,

we turn our analysis to case-level data. Given that case clearance improves with

the feedback treatment arms as seen in column (1) in Table 6, one would expect

that cases are concluding faster, driving the number of cleared cases up. This is in

line with the results of the Cox regression analysis shown in column (1) of Table 7,

which indicate that both the simplified and social comparison feedback treatments

increase the hazard rate of case resolution by six percent (significant at the five and

ten percent levels, respectively). Columns (2) and (3) of Table 7 display the OLS

results from specification (1), using as dependent variables the case duration in days

and the number of days needed to schedule hearings (conditional on the hearings

being held). It is worth stressing that the OLS specification does not account for right

censoring—that is, it ignores information from cases that were still open by the end of

the sample period. Although the estimates in columns (2) and (3) are imprecise, they

are overall consistent with the results discussed above. Specifically, they suggest that

the simplified and social comparison treatments reduce the average case duration by
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8 and 20 days, respectively, besides reducing the number of days needed to schedule

hearings held.

Our results so far indicate that the feedback treatments increase the speed at which

the affected courts process cases. A natural follow-up question is: do the interventions

also affect the final outcome of cases? In the context of the 129,887 cases that were

filled during the treatment period, we use a multinomial logistic regression to examine

changes to case endings using ongoing cases as the reference group, as defined in (2).

That is, the multinomial logistic regression allows us to predict the probabilities of the

different possible outcomes or endings for cases concluded relative to the probability

that cases remain ongoing. Table 8 shows the results. For ease of interpretation, the

table displays both the estimated coefficients and the marginal effects; for instance,

considering the “involuntary dismissal” and the influence of the simplified feedback

treatment, a coefficient of -0.413 indicates a decrease in the relative log odds of “invol-

untary dismissal” compared to ongoing cases. Meanwhile, the corresponding marginal

effect suggests that the simplified feedback leads to a 0.9% reduction in the likelihood

that a case ends by involuntary dismissal, assuming all the other covariates are held

at their average values.16

Overall, the marginal effects for ongoing cases and the three most common types

of endings (judgement, motion to dismiss in limine, and mediation) are not affected

by the feedback treatments. Small reductions in probability are observed for the

feedback treatments in case endings due to involuntary dismissal (2% of cases and

determined by parties) and incompetent court (6.3% of cases and decided by judges

at the beginning of the case process). In contrast, there are small increases in the

probability of ending by settlement (11.3% of cases and determined by parties) and

ending in voluntary dismissal with and without the possibility of resubmission (0.9%

of cases and determined by parties). The feedback intervention shows a small, negative

effect on the probability that a case remains open as of December 31st, 2022. Although

not statistically significant, this negative effect is consistent with the results reported

in Tables 6 and 7 regarding the impact of the feedback intervention on case clearance

and case duration.

As for the other common ending types, the feedback treatments did not signifi-

cantly affect their likelihood. Thus, the finding that the interventions reduce case du-

16The statistical significance of coefficients and marginal effects might not always align, which can
be due to various factors. For instance, small sample sizes could limit the detection of significant
effects for individual coefficients, whereas marginal effects might gain significance through aggregation
across a larger portion of data. Additionally, coefficient estimates capture log-odds changes relative
to a reference category and might not be statistically significant due to non-linear relationships
between predictor variables and log-odds. In contrast, marginal effects, being more direct measures
of probability change, might exhibit significance
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Table 8: Multinomial Logistic Regression by Type of Case Endings

Ongoing case Coef. Marg.Eff.
Simplified Feedback 0.000 -0.007

(.) (0.011)
Social Comparison Feedback 0.000 0.001

(.) (0.012)
Email Promotion 0.000 -0.011

(.) (0.009)
Involuntary dismissal Coef. Marg.Eff.
Simplified Feedback -0.413∗∗ -0.009∗∗

(0.183) (0.004)
Social Comparison Feedback -0.392∗ -0.008∗

(0.226) (0.005)
Email Promotion -0.225 -0.005∗

(0.153) (0.003)
Settlement (II) Coef. Marg.Eff.
Simplified Feedback -0.046 -0.001

(0.198) (0.003)
Social Comparison Feedback 0.117 0.002

(0.189) (0.003)
Email Promotion 0.076 0.000

(0.161) (0.002)
Conciliation Coef. Marg.Eff.
Simplified Feedback -0.007 -0.002

(0.097) (0.004)
Social Comparison Feedback -0.044 -0.002

(0.129) (0.006)
Email Promotion -0.102 -0.008∗

(0.095) (0.005)
Voluntary dismissal Coef. Marg.Eff.
(no resubmission)
Simplified Feedback 0.126 0.001

(0.113) (0.001)
Social Comparison Feedback 0.194∗ 0.003∗∗

(0.112) (0.002)
Email Promotion -0.031 -0.001

(0.085) (0.001)

Incompetent court Coef. Marg.Eff.
Simplified Feedback -0.116 -0.009∗∗∗

(0.082) (0.003)
Social Comparison Feedback -0.213∗∗ -0.013∗∗∗

(0.092) (0.003)
Email Promotion 0.126 0.005

(0.084) (0.003)
Mediation Coef. Marg.Eff.
Simplified Feedback 0.110 0.009

(0.082) (0.009)
Social Comparison Feedback 0.017 0.002

(0.082) (0.009)
Email Promotion 0.126∗ 0.009

(0.070) (0.007)
Motion to dismiss in limine Coef. Marg.Eff.
Simplified Feedback 0.068 0.006

(0.099) (0.010)
Social Comparison Feedback 0.046 0.008

(0.113) (0.012)
Email Promotion -0.006 -0.008

(0.080) (0.008)
Voluntary dismissal Coef. Marg.Eff.
(resubmission allowed)

Simplified Feedback 0.257∗∗ 0.002∗∗

(0.126) (0.001)
Social Comparison Feedback 0.121 0.001

(0.165) (0.001)
Email Promotion 0.070 0.000

(0.143) (0.001)
Judgement Coef. Marg.Eff.
Simplified Feedback 0.056 0.008

(0.063) (0.007)
Social Comparison Feedback 0.011 0.004

(0.067) (0.008)
Email Promotion 0.101∗ 0.016∗∗

(0.054) (0.007)
Settlement Coef. Marg.Eff.
Simplified Feedback 0.132 0.002

(0.119) (0.001)
Social Comparison Feedback 0.172 0.003∗∗

(0.122) (0.001)
Email Promotion 0.315∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗

(0.102) (0.001)

The covariates include strata variable, three manager characteristics, pre-treatment shares of each case type ending,
pre-treatment percentage of cases with more than two years duration, pre-treatment login dummy, and month fixed
effects. Standard errors are clustered at the court level. The ongoing case category is used as the reference group for
the coefficient results.
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
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ration, suggests that, while cases are being expedited, the nature of case conclusions—

potentially indicative of judicial decision-making quality—remains largely unaffected

or, if anything, has slightly improved, with a smaller portion of cases ending in invol-

untary dismissal and incompetent courts.

As a complement to the findings reported in this section, in Appendix A.6 we assess

the impact of the email promotion and feedback interventions on the login behavior of

court managers. Our results from that analysis suggest that email increases the usage

of Quantum. Specifically, three rounds of email promotions increased the number of

logins per month by 0.4 logins—a 37.4 percent increase compared to the control group,

although the effect is not statistically significant. As for the feedback treatments, the

evidence does not suggest that they affect the number of logins positively. We refer

the interested reader to Appendix A.6.2 for further details.

Thus, after controlling for manager characteristics and pre-treatment behavior, the

impact of simplified feedback becomes evident: it increases the performance for case

clearance, timely motion resolution, and hearing programming while it decreases the

rate of realized hearings. For social comparison feedback, the positive effects are only

statistically significant for timely motion resolution. The negative impact on first

scheduled realized hearings does not seem to suggest that managers divert effort away

from hearings, as timely hearing programming improves and the number of days it

takes to schedule hearings decreases (although the latter effect is not statistically sig-

nificant). Also, the negative impact on this particular indicator does not necessarily

point to a worsening of the productivity of the judicial system since case clearance,

which is largely considered the main court indicator that encompasses all other mea-

sures, improves with the simplified feedback and also has positive point estimates for

the other treatments. The case clearance indicator improves as the average duration for

concluded cases decreases with the feedback treatments. Additionally, the treatments

do not seem to have substantially altered the probability of cases ending differently,

which can be interpreted as an indication that case quality remains relatively constant

despite the reduction in case duration.

5.1 Heterogeneity

In this section, we explore the heterogeneity of the treatment effects by the number

of years of experience.17 Given that Quantum was only launched in 2018, it is likely

17Although envisioned in the Pre-Analysis Plan (see Appendix A.1), we cannot explore the changes
in the knowledge of Quantum indicators as a post-treatment survey was not conducted; yet, given the
negative correlation found between years of experience and the Quantum platform usage, we instead
explore using this variable for heterogeneity treatment effects.
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that more experienced court managers developed management strategies and habits

that do not depend largely on accessing court statistics. As one may expect, younger

and less experienced court managers log more into to Quantum than their older and

more experienced counterparts, as seen in Table 14 in Appendix A.6.

It is not ex ante clear whether experience would increase or decrease the impact

of the information treatments. On one hand, managers with fewer years of experience

or younger are more likely to be already aware of their court statistics from their

previous Quantum usage and thus may learn less from the new information of the

Quantum intervention; on the other hand, these managers may be more willing to

adapt their management practices, in light of the new information provided by the

treatments. The opposite can be true for older and more experienced court managers:

they may have larger information gains from the information in Quantum, but may

be less willing to explore new alternatives to their management strategies, as their

management habits may have already solidified.

Table 9: Heterogeneous Treatment Effects of Feedback by Experience

Case Clearance Timely Motion Resolution Realized Hearings
(1) (2) (3)

Email Promotion 0.091 -0.003 -0.254∗∗

(0.160) (0.054) (0.106)
Simplified feedback 0.830∗ 0.195 -0.877∗∗

(0.480) (0.145) (0.384)
Simplified feedback * High experience 0.196 0.098 0.585

(1.124) (0.232) (0.700)
Social comparison feedback 0.441 -0.135 -0.931∗∗∗

(0.625) (0.137) (0.327)
Social comparison feedback * High experience 0.121 0.821∗∗ -0.319

(1.290) (0.409) (0.857)
High experience 0.215 -0.248∗∗ -0.020

(0.339) (0.100) (0.196)

Timely Case Resolution Timely Hearing Programming
(4) (5)

Email Promotion 0.060 -0.070
(0.041) (0.059)

Simplified feedback -0.063 0.625∗∗∗

(0.101) (0.224)
Simplified feedback * High experience 0.264 0.370

(0.252) (0.475)
Social comparison feedback -0.217 0.273

(0.161) (0.279)
Social comparison feedback * High experience 0.429 -0.258

(0.484) (0.510)
High experience -0.027 0.186

(0.096) (0.114)

N 245 245

All regressions have as covariates the strata variable, three administrator characteristics, four pre-
treatment lagged values of the dependent variable, pre-treatment login dummy, and month fixed
effects.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 9 shows the heterogeneous effects of the treatments by experience for the
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five distinct indicators. The court managers are divided between those with low expe-

rience (0-11 years of experience, corresponding to 22.5 percent of the managers in our

sample), and those with high experience (12-16 years of experience, comprising the

remaining 77.5 percent of the sample). As shown in column (2), at the five percent

significance level, the impact of the social comparison feedback on timely motion res-

olution is higher for more experienced court managers. That is, having eleven or more

years of experience and receiving the social comparison feedback treatments increases

the timely motion resolution rate by 0.8 standard deviations. Meanwhile, more expe-

rienced managers tend to underperform in the motion resolution rate by 0.3 standard

deviations in the baseline. Still considering column (2), the coefficient for the interac-

tion term between high experience and the simplified feedback treatment is positive

but not significant at conventional levels. Similarly, the coefficients associated with

case clearance (column (1)) indicate positive interactions between high experience and

each of the feedback treatments, but the effects are not statistically significant. Over-

all, Table 9 estimates are noisy, but they suggest that the feedback treatment effects

are not smaller for managers with more years of experience; if anything, they pro-

vide some evidence that more experienced managers benefit more from the feedback

interventions.

6 Conclusion

In this study, we explored the underutilization of performance data in court systems

and its potential in enhancing court management. Collaborating with Chile’s Depart-

ment of Institutional Development, we assessed how providing performance metrics to

court managers could ameliorate information frictions and improve judicial efficiency.

Our factorial randomized control trial revealed significant information gaps among

court managers, many of whom were unfamiliar with their court’s performance indica-

tors. To address this, we employed a three-pronged intervention on an online platform:

promoting usage via email, streamlining the homepage to highlight key statistics, and

introducing peer court comparisons for benchmarking.

The results were telling. Simplified access to court statistics led to improvements

in key performance metrics, such as case clearance rates, motion resolution timeli-

ness, and hearing scheduling. Social comparison feedback further enhanced timely

motion resolution, though its impact was more nuanced. Interestingly, both interven-

tions correlated with shorter case durations without compromising—or even slightly

enhancing—the quality of judicial decision-making, as evidenced by fewer cases ending

in involuntary dismissal or incompetent court rulings.
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Contrary to expectations, the effectiveness of these interventions was not dimin-

ished by the experience level of court managers, indicating an equitable benefit across

different user demographics. This finding underscores the potential of leveraging ex-

isting technologies for institutional improvements without exacerbating technological

divides.

Looking ahead, these encouraging outcomes suggest fertile ground for further ex-

ploration. Future research could investigate how advancements in AI might refine

the presentation of judicial performance data, optimizing its utility for court man-

agers. Such studies would contribute to a deeper understanding of how technology

can streamline information flow, reduce frictions, and ultimately enhance public sec-

tor efficiency.
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INTERVENTIONS

Intervention(s)

In this study, we aim to test whether nudging court managers through informing them on how their court
performs in absolute and relative terms can improve court productivity.

Intervention (Hidden)
The Department of Institutional Development (DDI) of the Chilean judicial system developed an electronic
platform called Quantum in 2018. Quantum displays comprehensive information on court indicators, such
as the number of cases filed, the case clearance rate, the average duration of cases finished in a month,
and the percentage of realized hearings. It also allows users to compare their courts to other courts in the



same jurisdiction. Quantum was launched in 2018, but take-up has been limited: 20% of court managers
have never logged in, and overall there is an average of 20 logins per court manager in 1 year and 2
months. The platform is technologically well developed and rich in information, yet it is unclear whether it
has any impact on the management of the court. Our project consists of evaluating an intervention through
a randomized controlled trial (RCT) with two main branches. First, we will (randomly) promote the Quantum
platform in multiple ways, such as sending court managers a survey that implicitly markets the platform,
making phone calls, and sending them emails. Second, we will (also randomly) provide court managers a
new dashboard that summarizes the main statistics displayed in Quantum and compares them to
themselves to a reference group of courts. There would be a total of six distinct intervention or treatments:

Treatment 0: Control. No change to their Quantum dashboards nor provided with any Quantum promotion.

Treatment 1: Quantum Promotion
The tribunals randomized into Treatment 1 will have their court staff receive both emails with a Quantum
link to increase accessibility and salience of Quantum, and a small baseline and post-intervention survey
that includes Quantum promotion. The baseline survey given to the court managers at the beginning of the
RCT will ask them about their beliefs about some productivity metrics, how much these metrics affect their
decision at work, inform them that these metrics can be seen in Quantum, and describe the effect of
Quantum usage on people’s productivity through the results of an event study using historical data. A
sample survey is provided in the appendix.

Treatment 2: No Quantum Promotion + New Dashboard
The tribunals randomized into treatment 2 will not receive any promotion but will have their home page in
Quantum, what we call the dashboard, present various statistics at the tribunal level.

Treatment 3: Quantum Promotion + New Dashboard
The tribunals randomized into treatment 3 will receive the same promotion as that in treatment 1 and the
new dashboard as in Treatment 2.

Treatment 4: No Quantum Promotion + New Dashboard + Comparative to others
The tribunals in treatment 4 will receive the new dashboard plus another tab or pop-up window that focuses
on the tribunal’s best performing and worst-performing dimension from the previous month in comparison to
the performance of peer tribunals (same competence) in the same month. This comparison leans into
social comparison motivation.

Treatment 5: Quantum Promotion + New Dashboard + Comparative to others
The tribunals in treatment 4 will receive the new dashboard plus another tab or pop-up window that focuses
on the tribunal’s best performing and worst-performing dimension from the previous month in comparison to
the performance of peer tribunals (same competence) in the same month. This comparison leans into
social comparison motivation.

The court managers' job satisfaction level will be measured with pre and post-surveys to court managers
that measure perceptions of their tribunals and their satisfaction with their positions. By informing the court
managers about their court's standing in the new dashboard and comparative to others, this could change
how empowered or satisfied a court manager is with his or her position and power role.
Overall, the objectives of the survey for court staff are threefold. First, it will measure their knowledge of
Quantum statistics. How close or far is their perception of their court’s performance from the truth. We can
later use this information (prior beliefs) to understand if greater access to Quantum updates the beliefs
closer to the truth when we measure their posteriors (survey at the end of intervention). Notice that the
measurement of beliefs and opinions is something unique to the survey that the rest of the interventions
cannot. Second, the survey will allow us to understand if the court staff find the statistics important and in
what order of importance. This is useful for Quantum to know which variables are important for users and
make them more salient in the dashboard or in the rest of the Quantum pages. That is, the results from the
survey can help tailor the intervention to make it more effective. Third, the survey will promote Quantum as
a source of accurate and useful information through the event study results. This may help influence those
that are skeptical of Quantum to give it a chance.

Intervention Start Date

2020-12-14

Intervention End Date
2021-09-30



PRIMARY OUTCOMES

Primary Outcomes (end points)

Case clearance rate, average length for filing cases (days), average length for ending cases, the average
time the court needs to provide a written submission during the consultation period, percentage of writing
resolved with 3-5 days, average number of days to program a hearing, percentage of hearing that started
with a delay of 15 minutes, percentage of cases pending for more than 1-2 years, appeal rate, and number
of cases appealed.

On the promotion intervention, the main primary outcome is number of logins per court manager to the
Quantum platform

Primary Outcomes (explanation)

SECONDARY OUTCOMES

Secondary Outcomes (end points)
Court managers job satisfaction

Secondary Outcomes (explanation)

The court managers' job satisfaction level will be taken from the pre and post-surveys to court managers
that measure perceptions of their tribunals and their satisfaction with their positions. By informing the court
managers about their court's standing it could change how empowered or satisfied a court manager is with
his or her position and power role.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Experimental Design
The program will have six distinct treatments. The treatments will combine promoting the usage of an
electronic platform that contains information on their court performance and providing distinct homepages
in this platform that will summarize the courts performance stressing the weaknesses and strengths of the
court in comparison to a reference group.

Experimental Design Details

First, we will (randomly) promote the Quantum platform in multiple ways, such as sending court managers
a survey that implicitly markets the platform, making phone calls, and sending them emails. Second, we will
(also randomly) provide court managers a new dashboard that summarizes the main statistics displayed in
Quantum and compares them to themselves in the past or to a reference group of courts. There would be a
total of six treatments: (0) no quantum promotion no new dashboard (control) (1) quantum promotion, (2)
no quantum promotion and new Quantum dashboard, (3) quantum promotion and a new dashboard, (4) no
quantum promotion, new dashboard, and comparative that emphasizes the strongest and weakest
indicators for that month in comparison to a similar group of courts in that same month, and (5) quantum
promotion, new dashboard, and comparative that emphasizes the strongest and weakest indicators for that
month in comparison to a similar group of courts in that same month.

Given that the information in the Quantum platform is updated daily and our dashboards are updated with
monthly data, we will have multiple pre-treatment observation and many post-treatment observations.

Randomization Method
Randomization done in office by a computer.

Randomization Unit

The unit of randomization is the court. The randomization was stratified by size (small and big) and court
type (7 distinct ones).

Was the treatment clustered?
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A.2 Survey to Court Managers

A baseline survey was rolled out to all 346 court managers to capture managers’

perceptions on their roles and the Quantum platform. The survey was launched at the

end of January of 2020, and responses were collected until the end of March of 2020.

The survey was sent internally by the Department of Institutional Development of the

Chilean Judiciary by email to all 346 court administrators. The baseline survey had

four sets of questions related to (1) the perception of the performance of the tribunal,

(2) their feedback on their job position and obstacles, (3) the knowledge and usage

of Quantum, and (4) promoting and disclosing relevant information about Quantum.

The questions related to knowledge and usage, and promotion of Quantum were asked

to a subset of the population (a survey treatment group).

We received 132 responses, representing a 38.2% response rate, which span all dif-

ferent types of courts and across all seventeen Chilean jurisdictions. The survey’s

key findings can be divided into the first three main topics. First, regarding court

performance and indicators, court managers strongly agree that court indicators are

important to know for their job (see Table 10). Yet, court managers cannot accurately

recall their courts’ performance based on the most common indicator of case clear-

ance. Furthermore, court managers are more likely to over-predict their performance

compared to other tribunals. Second, one of the main actions taken by court managers

in response to indicators is improving the scheduling of hearings (see Table 11 below

for other responses). Court managers find the main barrier to their position is the

power dynamics between court managers and judges. Third, Quantum is underuti-

lized. About one-tenth of the court managers do not know about Quantum, and 17%

do not use it. Older tribunal administrators are less likely to use Quantum. Of the

court managers that are Quantum users, 69% are not using the platform to inform

their work decisions. The main comment regarding improvements to Quantum is that

it could include additional statistics and information.

Table 10: Descriptive Statistics on Managerial Practices

Statement Mean 1-Strongly 2-Disagree 3-Neutral 4-Agree 5-Strongly
Disagree Agree

Knowledge of indicators 4.67 0 1 2 31 82
Decision based on indicators 4.44 0 0 8 49 59
Satisfied with impact 4.38 0 1 3 63 49
Tracking indicators important 3.91 1 5 28 52 30
Indicators influence decisions 4.18 0 1 13 66 36
Many actions to improve performance 4.40 0 1 5 57 53
Work is relevant for well functioning court 4.69 0 0 0 36 80
Obstacles to improve performance 3.78 3 15 19 47 32

Responses from the court managers survey.
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Table 11: Impact of Court Indicators on Court Manager’s Actions

Court manager’s response actions based on the following indicators
Number of incoming cases Number of pending cases Number of resolved cases Rate of realized hearings
Courtroom distribution/ Review causes of Avoid cancelling/rescheduling Effectiveness in scheduling
agenda (24%) cases on hold (16%) hearings and look over hearings and preventing

agenda (21%) cancellation (43%)
Balance of workload/ Ensure hearings Strengthen reviewing Improve usage of
redistribution of tasks (15%) occur (13%) causes (14%) courtrooms (13%)
Increase number of judges, Increase number of hearings/ Improve effectiveness Distribute hearings
employees and/or schedule simultaneous hearings/ of courtrooms (7%) by topic (8%)
hearings (9%) improve scheduling (10%)

Balance workload (8%)

Percentages based on text analysis from court managers survey responses.

A.3 Email Versions

A.3.1 Email on January 26

Dear Court Managers,

Hoping that you are well, we remind you that for a couple of years, the institution

has advanced in the construction of the Quantum management tool, which consolidates

different jurisdictional indicators by court, in order to provide information for decision-

making. This tool has been valued by many courts, since it allows simplifying the

consolidation of statistical data to support jurisdictional work.

Did you know ...?

Courts that use Quantum the most generally have a higher term rate. That is, for

each case admitted, they tend to solve a greater number of cases in proportion.

Courts that use Quantum the most generally have a smaller inventory of old cases.

For those with feedback treatment

“During the last months, we have worked with a team of court managers in the con-

struction of a new dashboard, which displays key indicators, necessary to support the

management of family courts. In this sense, we invite you to log into Quantum and ex-

plore this new functionality. This dashboard also incorporates a window that compares

the performance of the courts with a court of similar characteristics to yours.”

You can access this platform at https://quantum.pjud (through VPN). To access

the new dashboard, they must click on the name of their court within their jurisdic-

tion. In case of any observation, requirement and even if you do not have your login

credentials, please write to the email quantum@pjud.cl.

A.3.2 Email Promotion in February, March, and May

Dear Court [Name],
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Please join us in congratulating the family court managers who used the Quantum

platform the most during [previous month] 2021:

Name of manager 1 - Name of court 1

Name of manager 2 - Name of court 2

Name of manager 3 - Name of court 3

For those with at least one login on previous month:

“We trust that all of you will continue to use Quantum to track your indicators,

evaluate your court’s performance, and compare it to other courts.”

For those with no logins on previous month:

“We noticed that you did not log into Quantum during [previous month] 2021. You

are missing the opportunity to track your metrics, evaluate your court’s performance,

and compare it to other courts!”

Did you know that..

Most Quantum users find Quantum easy to use, displays information clearly, con-

tains reliable indicators, and information that is useful and relevant to their work.

Family courts that use Quantum multiple times a month have higher rates of termi-

nation of cases pending for more than two years.

You can access this platform at https://quantum.pjud (through VPN). To access

the new dashboard, they must click on the name of their court within their jurisdic-

tion. In case of any observation, requirement and even if you do not have your login

credentials, please write to the email quantum@pjud.cl.

A.4 Minimum Detectable Effect

Table 12: Minimum Detectable Effect in Standard Deviations

Email Promotion Feedback
vs. No Email vs No Feedback

Case Clearance 0.43 0.46
Timely Motion Resolution 0.52 0.55
Realized Hearings 0.42 0.54
Timely Case Resolution 0.52 0.57
Timely Hearing Programming 0.48 0.54

These are the minimum detectable effect in standard deviations computed using the ANCOVA
methodology and setting power at 80%, alpha 0.05, 25 observations for control and treatment, 4
pre-treatment observations, and 5 post-treatment observations.

For the five main indicators of interest, the minimum detectable effect, considering

power at 80%, alpha at 0.05, and the 49 tribunals and the number of monthly obser-
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vations, is between .42 and 0.57 standard deviations. According to Cohen (1988), an

effect of 0.2 standard deviation is “small”, 0.5 is “medium” and 0.8 is “large,” even

with our small sample of tribunals, we have enough power to detect ”medium” size

effects.

A.5 Figure Appendix

Figure 1, 2, and 3 show examples of the Quantum platform for the control, dashboard,

and pop-up treatments.

A.6 Regression Appendix

The present Appendix contains regression results that complement those provided in

the main text. We first provide the Intention to treat effects versions of the main

results of the paper. Then we present an analysis of the impact of our interventions

on the login behavior of the court managers.

A.6.1 Intention to Treat Effects and Local Average Treatment Effects

This section presents the intention to treat effects (ITT) associated with the local

average treatment effects (LATE) from Section 5, Table 6 in the main text. For ease

of comparison, Table 13 shows both the ITT and LATE estimates.

A.6.2 Quantum Access

In this section, we evaluate the impact of the email promotion and feedback interven-

tions on the managers’ usage of Quantum. We consider the following specification:

yit = β0 + β1Emaili + β2Xi + β3lit0 + β4γt + εit, (3)

where yit is the number of logins by court i in month t ∈{February, March, April, May,

June}; Xi is a vector of characteristics of court i, which includes the court’s manager’s

sex, age, and tenure, and the stratified variable of a dummy for large courts computed

using the 2019 number of incoming cases; lit0 is a dummy indicating whether the

manager logged at least once into Quantum in the pre-treatment month of January;

and γt is a month fixed effect.

We can adapt (3) to a probit specification, in which the dependent variable is a

dummy indicating whether the manager of court i logged at least once in month t. We
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Table 13: Intention to Treat Effects (ITT) and Local Average Treatment Effects
(LATE)

Case Clearance Timely Motion Resolution Realized Hearings

ITT LATE ITT LATE ITT LATE
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Email promotion 0.199 0.0924 0.0522 0.0104 -0.368∗∗∗ -0.284∗∗∗

(0.144) (0.145) (0.0332) (0.0378) (0.0904) (0.0957)
Simplified feedback 0.363∗∗ 0.912∗∗ 0.101∗∗ 0.266∗∗ -0.251∗∗ -0.525∗

(0.158) (0.455) (0.0458) (0.109) (0.126) (0.315)
Social comparison feedback 0.131 0.500 0.0989∗∗∗ 0.344∗∗ -0.373∗∗∗ -1.055∗∗

(0.163) (0.621) (0.0380) (0.134) (0.137) (0.471)

Timely Case Resolution Timely Hearing Programming

ITT LATE ITT LATE
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Email promotion 0.0744∗∗ 0.0684∗ -0.0362 -0.0823
(0.0332) (0.0389) (0.0564) (0.0665)

Simplified feedback 0.0285 0.0675 0.254∗∗∗ 0.758∗∗∗

(0.0408) (0.101) (0.0685) (0.266)
Social comparison feedback 0.00339 0.00826 0.0137 0.0626

(0.0491) (0.140) (0.0796) (0.303)

All regressions have as covariates the strata variable, three administrator characteristics, four pre-
treatment lagged values of the dependent variable and number of hearings, pre-treatment login
dummy, and month fixed effects. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

can also substitute indicators of our other treatments for Emaili in the specification,

to assess whether the simplified or social comparison feedback treatments impacted

Quantum usage.

During the intervention, from January 26, 2021 to June 30 2021, the volume of

logins seems to follow a seasonality pattern. Figure 4 shows the logins per week for

the 50 courts in our intervention, beginning in January 1. In the figure, the vertical

line shows the beginning of the treatment. The weeks following the intervention saw a

general upward trend in the number of logins, peaking on week 10 (March 8-14), and

then a downward trend. We see a similar pattern if we measure login activity as the

number of court managers who logged in at least once in the week—although the peak

in this series happens somewhat later, on week 12.

In the first part of Table 14, we explore the impact of the email promotion on

Quantum logins through two distinct econometric models: random effects (columns 1)

and random-effects probit (columns 2 and 3). All specifications show a positive effect of

email promotion on logins but with noisy estimates. The random-effects regression in

column (1) suggests that the email promotion caused the number of logins per month

in a court to increase by 0.3 logins compared to those that did not receive the email

promotion. The average number of logins over the 49 family courts was approximately

1.1 logins per month; thus, the relative impact of the email promotion is large. The

estimates for simplified and social comparison feedback have smaller magnitudes and
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Figure 4: Evolution of Quantum Logins and Loggers

A) Number of logins B) Unique loggers

Red x-line at week 4 marks the beginning of the intervention

even large standard errors. Thus, we cannot conclude that either had any differential

impact on the number of logins. Moreover, the results indicate that more experienced

managers log into Quantum less than their less experienced colleagues.

The results for the random effects probit in columns (2) and (3) provide similar

evidence of an increase in logins for the email promotion but, again, not statistically

significant. We find that the email promotion makes the likelihood of login into Quan-

tum at least once in a month increase by 5% with respect to those that did not get

the email promotion. Moreover, the results indicate that more experienced managers

log into Quantum 14 percent less than their less experienced colleagues. To further

explore the impacts of the feedback and email promotions, the third column of Table

14 shows results of specifications that include the treatments interacted with a dummy

for high-experience managers. All estimates in column (3) are imprecise.

To summarize, Table 14 shows suggestive evidence that the email promotion in-

creased the monthly number of logins and no evidence that the simplified and social

comparison feedback changed the number of logins or users in Quantum.
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Table 14: The Intention to Treat Effects of Email and Feedback on Quantum Logins

Random-effects
probit

Number of logins per month At least one login per month
(1) (2) (3)

Email 0.353 0.0963 0.0473
(0.225) (0.0701) (0.166)

Simple Feedback -0.176 0.0133 0.127
(0.277) (0.0973) (0.199)

Social Comp. Feedback -0.0734 -0.102 0.00921
(0.291) (0.0917) (0.141)

High Experience -1.013∗∗∗ -0.140∗ -0.0724
(0.271) (0.0778) (0.149)

Email Promotion x High experience 0.0608
(0.187)

Simple Feedback x High Experience -0.157
(0.221)

Social Comp. Feedback x High Experience -0.155
(0.176)

N 245 245 245
DV Mean 1.07 0.35 0.35

Strata ! ! !

Month FE ! ! !

Admin. Characteristics ! ! !

Pre-treatment Login ! ! !

RE Probit shows the average marginal effects. Administrator controls include male dummy, age,
number of years in the position, and the interaction of age and years in the position. Standard errors
are bootstrapped.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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